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Abstract—We study the problem of skeleton extraction for large-scale sensor networks with reliance purely on connectivity
information. Existing efforts in this line highly depend on the boundary detection algorithms, which are used to extract accurate
boundary nodes. One challenge is that in practical this could limit the applicability of the boundary detection algorithms. For instance, in
low node density networks where boundary detection algorithms do not work well, the extracted boundary nodes are often incomplete.
This paper brings a new view to skeleton extraction from a distance transform perspective, bridging the distance transform of the
network and the incomplete boundaries. As such, we propose a distributed and scalable algorithm for skeleton extraction, called DIST,
based on DIStanceT ransform, while incurring low communication overhead. The proposed algorithm does not require that the
boundaries are complete or accurate, which makes the proposed algorithm more practical in applications. First, we compute the
distance transform of the network. Specifically, the distance (hop count) of each node to the boundaries of a sensor network is
estimated. The node map consisting of the distance values is considered as the distance transform (the distance map). The distance
map is then used to identify skeleton nodes. Next, skeleton arcs are generated by controlled flooding within the identified skeleton
nodes, thereby connecting these skeleton arcs, to extract a coarse skeleton. Finally, we refine the coarse skeleton by building shortest
path trees followed by a prune phase. The obtained skeleton is robust to boundary noise or shape variations. Besides, we present two
specific applications that benefit from the extracted skeleton: identifying complete boundaries and shape segmentation. First, with the
extracted skeleton using DIST, we propose to identify more boundary nodes to form a meaningful boundary curve. Second, the
utilization of the derived skeleton to segment the network into approximately convex pieces has been shown to be effective.
Index Terms—Sensor networks, skeleton, distance transform, incomplete boundaries
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INTRODUCTION

T

HE

distribution of the sensors and the overall network
topology are imperatively needed for a variety of
applications, such as data routing, localization, and path
planning, in wireless sensor networks. Often the geographical locations and the node deployments may vary greatly,
resulting in that the topology of the sensor networks is
affected by such factors as obstacles, deployment randomness, and so on. One primitive representing the network
topology is skeleton (also known as medial axis).
The methodology of skeleton is not new: It has been
extensively studied in computer vision [6] and computer
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graphics [18] community for years where the skeleton is an
important descriptor that contains both the topological and
geometrical properties of the object. In wireless sensor
networks, the skeleton information of the sensor network
can greatly improve the performance of routing, location
service, segmentation, and navigation algorithms. Despite a
wide range of work on this in the past, skeleton extraction
continues to be a challenge, given the connectivity information alone for sensor networks. Furthermore, there are harsh
requirements on system performance in terms of message/
time complexity in sensor networks.
Although the designs of the existing connectivity-based
algorithms [4], [5], [13], [14] for skeleton extraction in sensor
networks have demonstrated great ingenuity, and their
effectiveness is shown through extensive simulations, the
main drawback of them is the high dependency on the
boundary detection algorithms, which are used to extract
accurate boundary nodes. As a result, this makes existing
solutions possibly inapplicable in practical. In addition, in
existing works, a skeleton node is such that it has equal hop
counts to at least two closest boundary nodes [4], [5] or
boundary branches [13], [14], [22]. This definition, however,
suffers from boundary noise. That is, a small bump on the
boundary will incur a long skeleton branch; for the case of
incomplete boundaries, the result is even worse.
We tackle the problem of skeleton extraction in wireless
sensor networks where a part of boundary nodes can be
easily identified (e.g., by neighborhood-based algorithm [9])
and exploited to build distance transform, based on
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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TABLE 1
List of Notations

connectivity information only. Our strive is to 1) find the
skeleton nodes and 2) connect them in a proper way. To
address the above-mentioned problems stemmed from the
skeleton definition, this paper brings a new view to skeleton
extraction from a distance transform perspective, bridging
the distance transform of the network and the incomplete
boundaries. Apart from the existing approaches [4], [13]
which extract skeletons directly from a sensor network,
the proposed method computes skeletons based on the
distance transform of a sensor network. The identified
skeleton nodes are lay medially inside the network, that is,
they are good approximations to the centers of the maximal
disks in the continuous case.
In this paper, we propose DIST, a distributed and
scalable algorithm for skeleton extraction based on DIStance
Transform, while incurring low communication overhead.
In computer vision community, distance transform [2] (or
distance map, distance field) describes the shortest distance of
any given point inside an object to the boundaries of the
object. Let D denote an object, and @D the boundaries of D
(A list of notations can be found in Table 1). We refer to
dE ðx; yÞ as the distance between two points x and y. The
distance transform of D is thus defined as
(
min dE ðx; yÞ; x 2 D
ð1Þ
DT ðDÞ ¼ y2@D
0; x 62 D:
For any point x 2 D, d@D ðxÞ ¼ miny2@D dE ðx; yÞ is referred to
as the distance of point x to the boundaries of D. Any
distance measure (such as euclidean distance, Manhattan
distance, etc.) can be used to construct the distance
transform here. In DIST, first we assume a part of the
boundary nodes are identified by a neighborhood-based
boundary detection algorithm. We then compute the hop
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count distance of each node to the boundaries, resulting in a
hop count transform. Subsequently, we identify skeleton
nodes in a distributed manner: Each node determines
whether it is a skeleton node based on its hop count
distance to the boundaries. Next, the connected components
will be formed by limited flooding within these skeleton
nodes. In each component, the shortest path with the largest
length forms a skeleton arc. Connecting the skeleton arcs,
we obtain a coarse skeleton. Finally, we refine the coarse
skeleton by trimming skeleton branches in the coarse
skeleton. As the example shown in Fig. 1, the result by
our proposed method (see Fig. 1d) is better than that of
MAP [4], [5] (see Fig. 1b) and CASE [13], [14] (see Fig. 1c).
More desirably, even when only 50 percent of the boundary
nodes are identified in a sparse network, our proposed
algorithm still performs well, shown in Fig. 1e.
The second contribution is the demonstration of the
effectiveness of DIST on two specific applications that
benefit from the extracted skeleton: identifying complete
boundaries and shape segmentation. With the extracted
skeleton using DIST, we propose to identify more boundary
nodes in turn, and to connect these boundary nodes to form
a meaningful boundary curve. This “complete boundaries”
can be useful for many sensor applications that require
complete boundaries. Besides, we study how to utilize the
derived skeleton to segment the network into approximately convex pieces such that algorithms and protocols
that assume a regularly shaped field can be applied in each
convex piece.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the background of distance transform and the
motivation of our work, and Section 3 presents the details of
DIST. We evaluate DIST in Section 4. We introduce two
specific applications of DIST in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.

2

PRELIMINARIES

For sensor networks with mere connectivity information,
the distance measure is the hop count between nodes. In the
sense of distance measure, we also call the distance
transform of a sensor network as hop count transform (or
hop count map).
In this paper, for node p, we refer to N r ðpÞ as the set of
nodes (not including p itself) which are at most r hops from
p. Subsequently, we will show that a skeleton node can be
identified locally and distributedly by comparing its hop
count transform with that of its neighbors.

Fig. 1. Skeleton extraction of an eclipse-shaped network with 5,392 nodes. In (b)-(e), the dark-colored nodes (marked in red) are boundary
nodes, and the curves denote the skeletons. The default average degree is 11.9. (a) The original map. (b) CASE [13]. (c) MAP [4]. (d) DIST.
(e) We reduce the radio range such that the average degree is only 6.1 and 50 percent of the boundary nodes are identified where the skeleton
is extracted by DIST.
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Fig. 2. Skeleton extraction. (a) Critical skeleton nodes. (b) Skeleton arcs. (c) Skeleton cut pairs are shown as rectangles. (d) Coarse skeleton. The
final refined result is shown in Fig. 1d.

According to the Blum’s definition [1], a point x is a
skeleton point if it is the center of a maximal disk. Note that
the centers of the maximal disks can be easily detected by
comparing the distance transforms only in a neighborhood.
More specifically, if there is a neighbor of x, say, point y,
satisfying that the disk centered at y with radius d@D ðyÞ
contains Dðx; d@D ðxÞÞ, then Dðx; d@D ðxÞÞ is not a maximal
disk. As such, to check whether the disk Dðx; d@D ðxÞÞ is a
maximal disk, one only needs to determine whether there is
a neighbor y, such that Dðy; d@D ðyÞÞ contains Dðx; d@D ðxÞÞ.
Dðy; d@D ðyÞÞ contains Dðx; d@D ðxÞÞ if and only if the
following condition holds [3]: d@D ðyÞ  d@D ðxÞ þ dE ðx; yÞ.
Note that the radius of the maximal disk of point x is
actually its distance transform. As a matter of fact, the
skeleton by the maximal disks of D is the set of points
whose distance transforms are locally maximal [21]. For
discrete wireless sensor networks, we can detect skeleton
nodes based on hop count transform in a similar way.
Specifically, node p is a skeleton node if for any node
q 2 N 1 ðpÞ, the following condition is true:
d@D ðpÞ > d@D ðqÞ:

ð2Þ

Due to the integer rounding error of hop count distance
between nodes, there might be only a few skeleton nodes
identified by above way. To deal with this, we make a slight
modification to (2) and present our definition of skeleton
node as follows:
Definition 1. Node p is a skeleton node if the hop count
transform of p is locally maximal, namely, d@D ðpÞ 
maxfd@D ðqÞ j q 2 N 1 ðpÞg.
It is still to be debated for what is the most appropriate
analog of the continuous skeleton in a discrete wireless
sensor network [22]. Our definition of skeleton node differs
from that given in [4], [13], and we find that the skeleton
nodes from this definition lie medially inside the network.
That is, they are good approximations to the centers of the
maximal disks in the continuous case. On the downside, the
skeleton node identification process based on Definition 1
still suffers from boundary noise due to the nature of
discrete wireless sensor network. To alleviate such problems, we introduce a parameter rð 1Þ, which determines
how sensitive of the identification process is to the
boundary noise, and accordingly define critical skeleton node
as follows:
Definition 2. If d@D ðpÞ  maxfd@D ðqÞ j q 2 N r ðpÞg, we call
node p a critical skeleton node.

Obviously, if node p is a critical skeleton node, it must be
a skeleton node, and the converse is not true. In other
words, Definition 2 provides a sufficient (but not necessary)
condition that allows to identify a skeleton node in a simple
way. In our simulations, r ¼ 3 or 4 is found to be a good
choice for practical purpose. One undesirable characteristic
of the critical skeleton nodes is that they only account for a
few skeleton nodes such that in general they are disconnected. Fig. 2a shows an example. Theoretically, a
skeleton is homotopic to the original object and should
have the same simple connectivity as the original object
[17]. To achieve this purpose, we additionally extract
intermediate nodes to connect the critical skeleton nodes
(detailed in Section 3.4).

3

SKELETON EXTRACTION ALGORITHM

3.1 An Overview
As we mentioned in Section 2, to determine whether a node
is a critical skeleton node, the minimum hop count distance
of each node to the boundaries needs to be computed
beforehand. To that end, the first step is to discover the
boundary nodes. As mentioned in Section 1, we use the
neighborhood-based algorithm in [9] to detect the boundary
nodes, even if the obtained boundaries could be incomplete.
Based on these identified boundary nodes, the establishment
of hop count distance transform of each node is trivial.
Subsequently, we identify critical skeleton nodes based on
the obtained hop count distance transform. However, the
critical skeleton nodes are in general disconnected. The
challenge, after the phase of critical skeleton node identification, is to connect these critical skeleton nodes in a right way.
We first present the outline of our skeleton extraction
algorithm, followed by the details of each step:
1.

2.

Distance map establishment: Each identified boundary
node floods inward the network to build a shortest
path tree (referred to as boundary tree) rooted at
itself. Every sensor node is then associated with a
boundary tree and keeps track of the minimum hop
count distance from the boundaries, as well as the
nearest boundary node (i.e., the root). Each node
without children marks itself as a leaf node.
Critical skeleton nodes identification: Each leaf node p
determines whether it is a critical skeleton node by
comparing the hop count distance transforms of p
and its r-hop neighbors in a distributed manner.
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Coarse skeleton establishment: The connected critical
skeleton nodes are grouped into a component. All
critical skeleton nodes in the same component are
assigned a common identifier (e.g., the maximum
node ID in the component) via scoped flooding
initiated by every critical skeleton node. Within each
component, we link two farthest skeleton nodes to
obtain a skeleton arc, followed by connecting these
skeleton arcs properly to generate a coarse skeleton.
We emphasize that the connecting process is not
straightforward due to the requirement that a
skeleton must lie medially inside the network.
Refinement: Since the coarse skeleton might contain
unwanted skeleton branches with small lengths
(defined by the number of nodes in the skeleton
branch), the coarse skeleton needs to be pruned. In
the final phase, we trim the skeleton branches with
small lengths, and the refined skeleton is obtained.

3.2 Distance Map Establishment
In this section, we mainly focus on how to use boundary
nodes to generate a hop count transform DT ðDÞ through
local flooding. This can be done in a distributed manner as
follows: First, each boundary node p initiates a flooding
message to build a shortest path tree T ðpÞ. The flooded
message contains the ID of p and the number of hops that
the message has traveled. For each interior node q, upon
receiving a message from p, if q has not received any
message before, q will join the tree T ðpÞ, record the parent
node that forwarded this message, increase the counter by
one and store the counter, and finally forward this message
to its neighboring nodes; otherwise, q simply discards this
message. By doing so, a shortest path tree T ðpÞ is
constructed; and each node that has the minimum hop
count distance to p is associated with the shortest path tree
T ðpÞ. We call such tree T ðpÞ as a boundary tree. This process
is conducted repeatedly until every node belongs to a
boundary tree.
As emphasized in [22], if the identified boundary nodes
perform their flooding approximately simultaneously, and
the flooded messages travel at approximately the same
speed, each interior node will forward only one message.
This will reduce the total number of delivered messages
substantially and keep the communication overhead very
low (only Oð1Þ per-node message cost).
After this process, each interior node has the knowledge
of its nearest boundary node, and the minimum hop count
(i.e., the counter stored at each node) to the boundaries, and
a hop count map is established.
Lemma 1. For an interior node q, its hop count transform is
larger than that of its parent node P ðqÞ.
Corollary 2. For an interior node q, if q is not a critical skeleton
node, then P ðqÞ will not be a critical skeleton node.
Theorem 3. If q is a critical skeleton node, then q must be a
leaf node.
Theorem 3 provides a sufficient but not necessary
condition for critical skeleton node identification. In other
words, a critical skeleton node must be a leaf node but not
vice versa. As such, one only needs to identify whether a
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leaf node is a critical skeleton node. This can narrow down
the scope of critical skeleton identification process, thereby
keeping the total communication overhead low. In next
section, we will show how a leaf node identifies itself in a
distributed fashion.

3.3 Critical Skeleton Nodes Identification
After the establishment of the hop count transform, we next
conduct the so-called skeleton node identification process.
Each leaf node p determines whether itself is a critical
skeleton node, by comparing the hop count distances of p
and its r-hop neighbors Nr ðpÞ. The skeleton node identification
process works as follows: Each leaf node p of a boundary tree
constructed in Section 3.2 first performs a controlledflooding operation within its r-hop neighbors Nr ðpÞ. The
flooded message includes the ID of p, its hop count
transform d@D ðpÞ, and a counter that indicates how many
hops the message still needs to travel. The counter is
initialized to r. When an intermediate node q receives the
flooded message, q checks whether it is an r-hop neighbor of
p. If not, q does not forward this message; otherwise, q
compares d@D ðqÞ and d@D ðpÞ. Only when d@D ðpÞ > d@D ðqÞ and
the counter is larger than 0 will node q decrease the counter
by one and forward this message to its neighbors. For this
case, we say p is reachable to q. Note that the message will be
suppressed by q if d@D ðpÞ  d@D ðqÞ; and for this case, we call
p is unreachable to q.
Lemma 4. For two leaf nodes p1 ; p2 which have a separation of
kð rÞ hops, if p1 is unreachable to p2 , then d@D ðp1 Þ 
d@D ðp2 Þ; otherwise, d@D ðp1 Þ > @Dðp2 Þ.
Theorem 5. A leaf node p is a critical skeleton node if and only if
there is no leaf node s 2 N r ðpÞ such that node s is reachable to
node p.
One implication of Theorem 5 is that to identify whether
a leaf node p is a critical skeleton node; it only needs to
check whether there is a node within its r-hop neighborhood that is reachable to p. More specifically, in the abovementioned skeleton node identification process, if a leaf
node q receives a flooded message from another leaf node, q
is not a critical skeleton node; otherwise, q marks itself as a
critical skeleton node. Fig. 2a shows the result of this step.

3.4 Coarse Skeleton Establishment
So far, a set of critical skeleton nodes have already been
identified. Note that two fundamental properties of a
skeleton are: 1) It is medially placed (therefore, maintains
the “medialness”); and 2) it has the simple connectivity as the
original shape [17]. In continuous case, the centers of
maximal disks are medial and connected. With discrete
wireless sensor network, however, the critical skeleton nodes
lie medially but unfortunately, they are generally disconnected. In this section, we propose to identify intermediate
nodes (referred to as connecting skeleton nodes), which lie
medially and can be used to link two adjacent skeleton arcs.
Accordingly, a coarse skeleton will be generated.
We first construct a set of connected skeleton components of the critical skeleton nodes identified in Section 3.3
and generate a set of skeleton arcs. This can be done as
follows: Each critical skeleton node issues a controlled
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flooding with a message containing its node ID and the
number of hops that the message has traveled. When
a node p receives a flooded message from a critical
skeleton node, say q, there are two cases: 1) If p is a critical
skeleton node and the node ID of q is larger than that of p,
p forwards the flooding message to its neighbors; or, 2)
otherwise, it simply discards this message. By doing so, a
set of connected critical skeleton components are formed
and the shortest path with the largest length for each
component naturally forms a skeleton arc (see Fig. 2b);
and each critical skeleton node is assigned a unique
identifier (e.g., the maximum node ID in the component).
Without ambiguity, we call only the node on skeleton arcs
critical skeleton node.
With these skeleton arcs formed, we now detect
intermediate nodes, based on the slope function of the
distance map, to connect skeleton arcs. In continuous case,
skeleton arcs follow lines of steepest slope of the euclidean
distance map [19], where the slope of the line xy, Sðx; yÞ,
is defined as
Sðx; yÞ ¼

d@D ðyÞ  d@D ðxÞ
:
dE ðx; yÞ

Sðp; qÞ ¼

d@D ðqÞ  d@D ðpÞ
:
dðp; qÞ

ð4Þ

If nodes p; q are two neighboring nodes, (4) can be
simplified as
Sðp; qÞ ¼ d@D ðqÞ  d@D ðpÞ:

hop count transform of q0 with that of q0 s parent node P ðqÞ.
If d@D ðq0 Þ > d@D ðP ðqÞÞ, q changes its parent node as q0 and
updates its average hop count transform; otherwise, q only
discards the message. This way, a tree rooted at critical
skeleton node p, denoted by Ts ðpÞ, is constructed in a
greedy manner. We call such tree as a skeleton tree. For each
node q, we denote by rðqÞ its root. Note that two skeleton
trees, whose root nodes belong to different skeleton arcs,
may meet, which shows that the corresponding two
skeleton arcs are adjacent and can be connected. We thus
define cut nodes, Cði; jÞ, as the nodes where two skeleton
trees, whose roots belong to different skeleton arcs i and j,
respectively, meet.
With these skeleton trees constructed, we detect a cut-pair,
based on which we can connect two adjacent skeleton arcs.
The definition of a cut-pair in our paper is given as follows:
Definition 3. A cut-pair ðq1 ; q2 Þ are two nodes such that
1.
2.
3.

ð3Þ

When a point x is detected as a skeleton point, the
neighbor of x which has a steepest ascending slope is
identified as a new skeleton point [7]. The steepest ascent
approach can guarantee that the skeleton branches locate
medially [11].
In discrete wireless sensor networks, we define the slope,
Sðp; qÞ, of the line by connecting two nodes p; q as follows:

ð5Þ

Lemma 6. Let q0 be a neighbor of a critical skeleton node q. If
Sðq0 ; qÞ  maxs2N1 ðqÞ Sðs; qÞ, then q0 locates approximately
medially, and we call q0 as a connecting skeleton node.
Lemma 7. Let q1 ; q2 be two nodes that have the same hop count
distance to a critical skeleton node p, namely, dðp; q1 Þ ¼
dðp; q2 Þ. If d@D ðq1 Þ  d@D ðq2 Þ, then Sðp; q1 Þ  Sðp; q2 Þ.
According to Lemmas 6 and 7, we now propose to
identify connecting skeleton nodes. First, we have all
critical skeleton nodes synchronize among themselves
[10] and start to flood the network at approximately the
same time. These skeleton nodes perform a flood with the
messages of the form ðIDi ; d@D ðIDi ÞÞ where IDi is the ID of
the ith transmitting node and d@D ðIDi Þ is its hop count
transform. When a node q receives a flooded message,
which is issued by a critical skeleton node, say p, and
forwarded by q0 , if q has not received a message before, q
will join the tree rooted at p, keep record of the parent node
q0 and its hop count transform, append ðq; d@D ðqÞÞ to the
message and forward it to all neighbors, and compute the
average hop count transform of q, denoted by AHCT ðqÞ,
which is the average of the hop count transforms of
transmitting nodes (including q); otherwise, q compares the
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q1 and q2 are neighboring cut nodes;
rðq1 Þ and rðq2 Þ belong to different skeleton arcs;
q1 and q2 have a largest AHCT among all cut nodes
associated with these two skeleton arcs.

Further, if ðq1 ; q2 Þ is a cut-pair, we call q1 (or q2 ) a cutpair node. As such, all skeleton cut-pairs (and cut-pair
nodes) can be detected, see Fig. 2c for skeleton trees and
cut-pairs. The shortest paths from each cut-pair to their
roots will form a connecting path, which connects two
adjacent skeleton arcs and forms one longer skeleton arc.
The following theorem shows that the nodes on a
connecting path are connecting skeleton nodes, that is,
these nodes lie medially.
Theorem 8. Let ðp1 ; p2 Þ 2 Cði; jÞ be a cut-pair and q a node on
the connecting path from p1 to rðp1 Þ, and dðq; rðp1 ÞÞ ¼ k. For
each node s, whose root node is also rðp1 Þ and dðs; rðp1 ÞÞ ¼ k,
on the path from a cut node in Cði; jÞ to rðp1 Þ, we have
1.
2.
3.

AHCT ðqÞ  AHCT ðsÞ;
Sðq; rðp1 ÞÞ  Sðs; rðp1 ÞÞ;
q is a connecting skeleton node.

Based on Theorem 8, each cut node can claim whether it
is a cut-pair node according to its average hop count
transform, and since each node q on the path from a cut-pair
node to the closest skeleton arc has the largest slope, q
claims itself as a connecting skeleton node and informs the
transmitting nodes from q to rðqÞ of their identities as
connecting skeleton nodes. These connecting skeleton
nodes, together with critical skeleton nodes, form a
connected component, and thus by connecting themselves,
a coarse skeleton is generated, as shown in Fig. 2d.
We have so far detected two kinds of skeleton nodes:
critical skeleton nodes and connecting skeleton nodes. In
the next section, we call both of them, without ambiguity,
skeleton nodes for short.

3.5 Coarse Skeleton Refinement
Undesirably, the path between two skeleton nodes of the
coarse skeleton may be not the shortest path, and there may
exist unwanted skeleton branches, i.e., with a small number
of skeleton nodes. As such, we need to refine the coarse
skeleton by limited flooding within skeleton nodes on the
coarse skeleton. More specifically, each skeleton node p sets
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Fig. 3. Skeleton of a bat-shaped network with 1,272 nodes, average degree 13.30. (a) Original network. (b) Skeleton extracted by MAP. (c) Skeleton
extracted by CASE. (d) Skeleton extracted by DIST using only 40 percent of the boundary nodes.

a timer with a random remaining time. When the remaining
time of p reaches 0, node p begins to flood within the coarse
skeleton and builds a shortest path tree. The message
includes the timer and the node ID of p. When a skeleton
node q receives the message from p, it will compare its timer
with the timer of p, and the node with a smaller timer will
dominate. As such, a shortest path tree with skeleton
branches will be formed. Next, we trim this tree based on
the length of skeleton branch (that is, the number of
skeleton nodes on the skeleton branch). Specifically, if the
length of a branch is less than a certain value (we can
simply set this value as r, which is used in Section 3.3 for
critical skeleton node identification), the skeleton branch
will be trimmed. Finally, we obtain the refined skeleton, as
shown in Fig. 1d.

3.6 Discussion
3.6.1 Limitations of DIST
As a skeleton extraction scheme that uses connectivity
information only, DIST relies on the assumption that
network nodes are relatively evenly distributed, for
example, a perturbed grid or uniform random one, as well
as the internode distance has a much smaller variance than
the global network size. This is required for a reasonable
accuracy when the distance is estimated by hop count.
When the network is too small, or the node density is
nonuniform, the accuracy of skeleton extraction will be
affected seriously.
3.6.2 Effect of System Parameters
The parameter r is used to determine how sensitive of the
identification process is to the boundary noise, and
accordingly, we define critical skeleton node based on it.
For instance, an area locally can be consider an exact
nonstraight boundary area for a small value of r. In
contrast, for a large r, this area could be considered to be
boundary noise and the generated skeleton will be derived
not from it to avoid this kind of noise. Otherwise, many
nodes that have two closest boundary nodes that are not
nearby are undesirably identified as skeleton nodes. That is,
r is a predefined system parameter, reflecting the tradeoff
between boundary accuracy and boundary noise from the
user perspective. The choice of a r value then depends on
the applications.

4

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate the effectiveness of DIST, we have conducted
extensive simulations on various scenarios, comparing with
two existing solutions, namely, CASE [13], [14], as well as

MAP [4], [5]. In addition, we study the influence of node
density on DIST and show how robust DIST is to node
density and boundary incompleteness, and the robustness
to communication radio model is also examined. In this
section, we first present our simulation setup, followed by
the simulation results.

4.1 Simulation Setup
In our simulation settings, we first generate a figure with a
given shape, and then we read this figure file to derive a set
of pixels with coordinates ðx; yÞ, which accordingly determines a set of points in the given 2D plane. By adding some
perturbations to these points, we thus generate a network
scenarios with the given shape, where the coordinate of a
point represents the location of a sensor node. Further, we
assume all sensor nodes have the same communication
radio range; and the communication between nodes follows
a unit-disk graph model by default. We use the neighborhood-based algorithm in [9] to identify boundary nodes,
and the parameter for critical skeleton node identification is
r ¼ 3 unless otherwise specified.
For fair comparison, we evaluate CASE and MAP
algorithms based on complete boundaries while evaluating
DIST based on incomplete boundaries by reducing the radio
range, thereby causing sparse networks (low node density).
4.2 Simulation Results
Fig. 3 shows the skeletons extracted by MAP (see Fig. 3b),
CASE (see Fig. 3c), and DIST (see Fig. 3d) on a bat-shaped
network. The skeleton extracted by MAP has many
unwanted long branches, as shown in Fig. 3b. This is
because MAP suffers from boundary noise. Specifically,
many nodes, which have two closest boundary nodes that
are not nearby, are undesirably identified as skeleton nodes.
As for Fig. 3c, two corner points are identified by which the
boundary is decomposed into two boundary branches. We
can see that the skeleton extracted by CASE is quite a few,
and many nodes really located medially are not extracted
because their two closest boundary nodes are on the same
boundary branch. Fig. 3d shows the skeleton extracted by
DIST when only 40 percent of boundary nodes are obtained.
We can clearly see that DIST controlled boundary noise
efficiently, and the extracted skeleton has no unwanted
skeleton branches. Obviously, the skeleton by DIST is better
than (at least comparable to) that of MAP and CASE.
We next examine the performance of algorithms on
airport terminal network. We see similar results as in the
bat-shaped network, as shown in Fig. 4. The skeleton
extracted by MAP has many skeleton branches due to
boundary noise, as shown in Fig. 4b. For CASE, due to the
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Fig. 4. Skeleton of terminal-shaped network with 5,012 nodes, average degree 13.59. (a) Original network. (b) Skeleton extracted by MAP.
(c) Skeleton extracted by CASE. (d) Skeleton extracted by DIST using 50 percent of the boundary nodes.

Fig. 5. Skeleton of network with a concave interior hole, 2,777 nodes, average degree 12.99. (a) Original network. (b) Skeleton extracted by MAP.
(c) Skeleton extracted by CASE. (d) Skeleton extracted by DIST using 80 percent of the boundary nodes.

improperly chosen parameters, some skeleton nodes are not
identified because their two closest boundary nodes are on
the same boundary branch. Consequently, only partial
skeleton is extracted by CASE. One might increase the
threshold value of corner node; however, this could incur
that many boundary nodes are identified as corner nodes.
As a result, a skeleton with many unwanted skeleton
branches will be generated. Fig. 4d shows that DIST is able
to generate a good skeleton graph even in the case of
incomplete boundaries.
We next study the performance of algorithms on onehole network. Different from Figs. 3 and 4, the network
shown in Fig. 5 has a concave hole (possibly caused by
obstacles or nodes failures, etc.) inside the network. The
skeleton extracted by MAP in Fig. 5b is good except that the
skeleton has some skeleton branches. In Fig. 5c, four corner
points on outer boundary are identified, and the skeleton
nodes are detected accordingly. Since there are only five
boundary branches, we can see that the shortest path with
the largest length make the skeleton a little deviation from
the “medial” location. The skeleton by DIST is comparable
to that of MAP, even with only 80 percent of the boundary
nodes. This is because DIST regards the nodes with locally
maximal hop count transform as skeleton nodes and thus
controls boundary noise efficiently. As such, for networks
with incomplete boundary information, the derived skeleton is still desirable.
To further understand the message complexity, we
compute message costs of DIST on examined scenarios, in
terms of the total number of transmitted messages of the
algorithm, as shown in Table 2. We can see that DIST
always causes considerable message cost, and it scales well
to the network size.
Overall, MAP suffers from boundary noise and incurs
many skeleton branches. CASE is sensitive to the parameters
and if these parameters are not set correctly, the skeleton
could be unacceptable. DIST is robust to boundary incompleteness and inaccuracy, and it can work when the
boundary nodes are not fully identified, with a slightly
bend toward the gap formed by two adjacent boundary

nodes that are not nearby. In addition, DIST can work even
when the node density is very low.

5

APPLICATIONS OF SKELETON INFORMATION

Many applications can benefit from the extracted skeleton.
In this section, due to space limit, we only present two
specific applications, namely, identifying complete boundaries and shape segmentation.

5.1 Skeleton-Based Routing
To the best of our knowledge, the most appealing
application using skeleton so far is to achieve load
balancing for routing [4]. Roughly speaking, each sensor
node is given a name related to its position with respect to
the skeleton. The routing decision is then derived based on
the names of the source and destination nodes and
guarantees delivery with reasonable and natural routes.
More technical details can be found in [4].
To that end, we first conduct simulations to measure the
routing performance with DIST, based on the network in
Fig. 6. We randomly select 12,000 source and destination
pairs for routing. Fig. 7a shows the results of load
distribution on sensor nodes. We can see that, compared
with other skeleton results, DIST leads to more uniform
loads (i.e., the number of transmitted packages) on nodes.
The reason is that DIST results in a well-connected skeleton
graph well capturing the geometry of the networks,
performing routing in parallel with the reference paths on
the skeleton. In contrast, other algorithms often lead to
undesirable skeleton results, resulting in unbalanced loads
TABLE 2
Message Costs under Different Scenarios
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Fig. 6. A network with 577 nodes and avg.deg 5.95.
Fig. 7. Routing performance using different skeleton results.

on the different sides of the skeleton. Especially, some
skeleton could be missed, causing that packets could follow
the boundary heavily as mentioned in [4]. Fig. 7b shows the
path stretch of routing, defined as the ratio of the routing
path length to the shortest path hop count between the
nodes, using different skeleton results. DIST outperforms
other algorithms because it achieves smaller stretches. The
reason is that a well-connected skeleton graph is prone to
being represented by straight lines locally. That can lead to
a short routing path since the routing is performed in
parallel with the reference paths on the skeleton.

5.2 Shape Segmentation
A great number of existing protocols achieve much better
performance in regular field than in irregular one [22], and
thus, the shape segmentation has attracted a lot of attention
from wireless sensor network community (e.g., [8], [16],
[20], [22]). We assume that the sensor field is a polygonal
environment, where the field boundaries (inner boundaries
and outer boundary) are all simple polygons. A polygon is
said to be convex if for each vertex, its inward (directed
toward the sensing field) angle is no greater than . If there
is a vertex whose inward angle is greater than , we call
such vertex as a concave (or dull) point. In this section, we
propose to decompose a sensor network with complex
shape into convex pieces based on the obtained skeleton.
Obviously, to identify whether a polygon is convex, one
only needs to detect whether there is a concave point. If
there is no concave point, the polygon (the network) itself is
convex; otherwise, we can draw a line, referred to as a
segment line (e.g., bisectors), from each concave point until
the line hits an edge of the polygon (namely, the boundary
of the network). By doing so, we can decompose the
network into convex pieces, of which each segment line is a
boundary curve. The key problem here is to identify
concave points, which are located on the boundaries of
the sensing field. Generally, for the case of incomplete
boundaries, this is rather difficult since some concave
points may not be identified. In most cases, however, a
concave point may bend the skeleton and form a corner
skeleton node whose closest boundary nodes includes the
concave point. That is, a boundary node identifies itself a
concave node if there is a corner skeleton node corresponding to this boundary node. As such, it is possible for us to
decompose the network into convex pieces based on the
skeleton. Generally, for a skeleton node p, there are four
possible cases:
1.

p has no nearest concave boundary nodes. For this
case, we cannot identify a concave node by using the
information of p.

p has only one nearest concave boundary node. In
this case, we can detect a concave node by checking
whether the corresponding skeleton node is a corner
skeleton node.
3. p has two concave nearest boundary nodes. For this
case, we need a special treatment.
4. p has three or more nearest boundary nodes, and at
least one of them is a concave node. In this case, we
call p a joint node that has at least three neighboring
skeleton nodes.
Overall, above-mentioned skeleton nodes of cases 2-4 are
useful in our shape segmentation algorithm, and we call
these nodes feature nodes. With these feature nodes, we can
segment the skeleton into a set of branches, based on which
the network is decomposed into convex pieces.
Now, we present our method for detecting feature nodes.
We first detect corner skeleton nodes and joint skeleton
nodes, and the identification of hidden feature node is
deferred for later. Note that joint skeleton node can be easily
identified by simply counting the number of its neighboring
skeleton nodes after the pruning process of coarse skeleton
in Section 3.4. We mainly address how to identify corner
skeleton nodes. To that end, we first give our definition of
the curvature of a skeleton node, similar with that in [13], in
wireless sensor networks as follows:
2.

Definition 4. For a skeleton node p, let dk ðpÞ denote the
maximum hop count distance between two skeleton nodes that
are k-hop neighbors of p. The k-hop curvature of skeleton node
p, ck ðpÞ, is defined as
ck ðpÞ ¼

dk ðpÞ
:
2k

ð6Þ

Intuitively, if ck ðpÞ is close to 1, skeleton node p will be
more likely an ordinary skeleton node, that is, p locates at
the middle of the skeleton, and if ck ðpÞ < 1, skeleton node p
may locate at a corner of the skeleton. With this definition,
we thus define a corner skeleton node as follows:
Definition 5. A skeleton node p is a corner skeleton node if
ck ðpÞ < , where  2 ð0; 1Þ is a predefined parameter.
As such, for a given , each corner skeleton node can
identify itself by computing its k-hop curvature. The corner
skeleton nodes and joint skeleton nodes of Fig. 5 are shown
in Fig. 8a.
With the corner skeleton nodes and joint skeleton
nodes identified, we can segment the skeleton into a set
of branches. See Fig. 8b. Meanwhile, we assign a unique
branch ID (e.g., the maximum node ID in each branch) to
each skeleton node in the branch. After that, each skeleton
node floods in the network, and every node claims its
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Fig. 8. Skeleton-based segmentation on various networks. The dark nodes in (c) and (d) decompose the networks into nice pieces. (a) Feature
nodes of Fig. 5 are shown as large rectangles. Four skeleton nodes located at the corners of the skeleton are identified as corner skeleton nodes,
and the skeleton node in the top-middle part is a joint skeleton node. (b) Skeleton branches are derived from the identified feature nodes.
(c) Segmentation result of Fig. 5. Message cost 12,686. (d) Segmentation result of Fig. 4. Message cost 18,622.

branch ID as the branch ID of its closest skeleton node.
Doing so, each node q is assigned a branch ID and keeps
record of its closest skeleton node p, and the hop count
distance between q and p. Those nodes with the same
branch ID naturally form a connected component, that is,
the network is segmented into several pieces, as shown in
Figs. 8c and 8d.
It is noted that these pieces may be not convex, and
hidden skeleton nodes have not been identified yet. Next,
we address how to identify hidden skeleton nodes based on
the segmentation result, and segment the network into
convex pieces. A hidden feature node segments a skeleton
branch into two subbranches: One has the same branch ID
as before, and the other subbranch chooses the maximum
node ID of this subbranch as its new branch ID. For each
skeleton node on the subbranch with a new branch ID, it
informs all nodes, whose closest skeleton nodes belong to
this new subbranch, of the new branch ID. After that, the
segmentation of the network is finished, and each piece is
approximately convex.
Theorem 9. After the segmentation, the network has been
decomposed into approximately convex pieces.
Proof. Note that for each concave node q on the boundaries,
there is a feature skeleton node p that has already been
identified. We only prove the second case, and the other
cases can be proved similarly. Since concave node p is
one nearest boundary node of q, that is, the ball centered
at q will be tangent to the boundary at p, then the line pq
is vertical to the tangent line at p. According to DIST, the
line pq (together with its extended line) also decomposes
the shape into two parts, of which pq is a boundary. It
can be easily proved that the two angles at p for these
two parts are both less than ; therefore, these two pieces
are both convex.
u
t
It is noted that the segmentation algorithm may oversegment the network when there is a complex topology of
the extracted skeleton. Due to the discrete nature, one
possible case here is that there might be many skeleton
nodes identifying themselves as feature skeleton nodes
(including joint skeleton nodes, corner skeleton nodes, and
hidden feature skeleton nodes). To avoid the network being
oversegmented, together with the consideration that a
skeleton should be junction detective (such that different
logical parts can be separated successfully from the
skeleton), a special care is taken here.

6

CONCLUSION

We have proposed a novel distance transform-based
skeleton extraction algorithm in wireless sensor networks,
using only connectivity information. The proposed algorithm does not require that the boundary nodes are
complete or accurate. We have overcome a series of
difficulties in critical skeleton node identification, generating skeleton arcs and coarse skeleton, and refining the
coarse skeleton. We emphasize that our proposed algorithm
is distributed, robust to boundary noise, applicable for
networks with low node density, and of low complexity.
We compare DIST with two existing solutions, CASE and
MAP. Our experience shows that DIST can achieve a
consistent better approximation of the skeleton, while using
only a small subset of boundary nodes. We finally introduce
two specific applications, namely, identifying complete
boundaries and shape segmentation, which can benefit
from the extracted skeleton.
We plan to study the skeleton extraction problem in
3D sensor networks, which is more challenging. Besides,
we would like to explore the possibility of designing a
more energy-efficient data processing scheme [12] using
skeleton information.
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